Steering Committee and Rep Meeting November 13, 2019
at LSCO in Leesburg, FL @ 5:30. presided over by acting chair Nancy C with John S as acting Secretary.
Steering Committee Notes
SC Meeting (Nancy S., John S., Catherine, Teresa J., Joe h)
Elections for all officers other than Chair, which Nancy C assumed when Denny resigned citing Robert’s
Rules as her authority to do so are needed to fill all position since those in current positions moved up to
acting positions to cover the offices that were opened by the resignation of those originally elected to
the offices of Chairman, Treasurer and Secretary.
We need to all strive to achieve principals over personalities
Nancy C. pointed out that the Treasurer is a legal position on the SC that requires conformity with the
rules and regulations of the Secretary f States Division of Corporations, and the IRS rules governing a
501c3 corporations.
Nancy S. said we were lacking a system of checks and balances over the money that comes into CO and
she is working on creating some suggestions as to how to rectify that.
Since Joe H, our past Chairperson who is still capable of signing CO checks was asked to sign at the least,
the payroll checks for Teresa and Cindy until we get new officers to sign the checks, but Joe declined to
do so which meant that we needed to immediately elect a Treasurer for that purpose.
S&P require Teresa to file an Annual Report in February 2020 and we need an officer, preferably the
Treasurer to provide the Annual Report to Teresa to file.
Nancy will not agree to be on any account until the elements she believes must exist for the SC to
operate as a 501c3 not-for-profit LLC.
Mike A.(?) said all power is in the Group Representatives and all offices should be voted on again by the
Reps!!
Nancy read an excerpt from the 12 Concepts
Joe H. pointed out that anyone who decides to stand for an office, if elected should fulfill their 2-year
commitment and serve out their full term unless special circumstance occurs, such as dying, moving,
getting drunk or coming down with a serious medical condition.

